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A HAUNTED HOUSE IN RANGELEY.
M ysterious Noises and. Wonder­
fully Wierd Music Heard.
The House Shakes and Sways and Covers 
are Thrown from the Stoves.
Three miles north from the village of 
Rangeley, is a farm known as the William 
Gile farm. Three years .ago last January, 
I bought that farm. Soon after purchas­
ing it I began to hear that the place was 
haunted. There had been strange noises 
heard in the house, such as digging in the 
cellar with a pick and shovel, draging 
heavy sacks across the floor and dumping 
them into the cellar, the stoVe would shake 
till the covers fell off,streaks of fire going 
through the house and children crying in 
the mid hours of the night.
Such were the stories told me after I 
had bought the place; but it wras bought, 
and move onto it I must. Three years 
ago last May we took possession. It was 
an old house, a six-light-seven-by-nine 
window in the south side a»d also one in 
the north side; one room for kitchen and 
entry, and a place to go up stairs on the 
north side of the room. This is the way 
the house was found when we arrived. We 
soon had the cook stove in place in the 
kitchen, and while the good wife was 
making ready for supper, the boys and 
I took the sittingroom stove up stairs and 
set it in the middle of the chamber, which 
was one large room. We also made up 
three beds there.
Supper being over, we all went up stairs, 
built a fire and felt quite like being at 
home.... A  thought of the ghost had not 
entered our minds. So the evening passed 
till eight o’clock when, suddenly the old 
house began to crack and sway as though 
it was leaving its foundation. The stove 
rattled and a music-box began to play. I 
will not say that my hair stood on end; 
but my hat fell off. We tried to find 
where the music came from, but could not, 
and finally went to bed, but not to sleep, 
for that music continued till midnight.
The second day we spent in searching 
for the ghost, but no trace of it could we 
find, though we looked everywhere. That 
night, at the same hour, the music began 
again, more than the previous night and 
it was kept up all night.
The third day found us nearly worn out, 
anxiety and loss of sleep were telling on 
us, but we were there to stay, and the 
ghost must be found, so I made up my 
mind to have a whirl with it or the music- 
box should it come the third night. I was 
in for it, for at just eight o’clock the old 
house began to shake and the music began 
to piay, and I began to search. I went to 
the southwest corner of the chamber, and, 
putting my car to the floor, I found that 
the music sounded as though it was play­
ing in the middle of the kitchen. Now 
was my time. Down stairs I went in the 
dark, my hair standing straight on end. 
I expected to find some one playing on a 
music-box; but in this' 1 was disappointed, 
still the music was playing; so I made one 
jump right into the middle of the room 
and at the same time cried out: “ What 
will you have, Mr. Devil? I am here to 
stay.” The music stopped dead. Three 
years have passed since that night, but 
the ghost has never been seen, nor has the 
music-box been heard again. W. W.
[Note: The senior editor has known the 
writer of the above for more than thirty 
years, and knows him to be a truthful
person, and Mr. W. informs him that every 
word, so far as his connection with the 
strange mystery goes, is true].
Straddled oh a Mad Moose.
The following story from Harper’s 
Round Table written by Hubert Earl is an 
interesting tale of interest to ail frequent­
ers of the Rangeleys. It will be needless 
to add that “ Billy” is our genial Billy 
Boyle, of Pleasant Island Camps, though 
the story teller does not inform his read­
ers of that part.
We sat around the big open brick fire­
place in the main cabin of the camp, 
watching the birch logs as the flames 
greedily licked them and threw fortn a 
strong ruddy light upon our faces. What 
with the guides and a few old veterans 
we made quite a ptirty. Hunting stories 
had been the topic of the evening’s con­
versation, and I, who had seldom hunted 
(this being, in fact, my first trip -into the 
region), had listened to these stories very 
much interested. The camp was situated 
on an island in one of the numerous lakes 
found along the borders of northern 
Maine. It consisted of a few log cabins, 
with a large one in the centre, where we 
were at the moment congregated. The 
night air was very cold, and Billy, our 
host, had predicted a frost before morn­
ing. Billy was practically born in the 
woods, and knew every sign that could 
be learned. It was a pleasure to watch 
his quiet face as he pulled away on a big 
black cigar, gazing the while reflectively 
at the blazing logs. While I watched 
him my eyes drifted now and then around 
the walls of the cabin. Stacked in the 
corners were rifles arid shot-guns of all de­
scriptions, and strung along the log sides, 
upon wooden pins, rested fly-rods in­
numerable, their polished reels catching 
and reflecting the flicker of the fire.
Off in the shadowy corner a rude stair­
way, with mooselegs for rails, went climb­
ing up into the loft overhead, and in the 
deepest part of the shadow I made out the 
head of a magnificent bull moose with im­
mense spreading antlers. As I looked at 
it. it seemed to appear exceedingly savage, 
and the glass eye had been so skilfully 
placed that in the flickering light they 
stared in the most baleful manner. In­
voluntarily I drew my chair closer to 
Billy’s, and patiently watched his cigar 
dwindle down, ever and anon glancing at 
the ferocious-looking head behind me.
In a short time the conversation lulled, 
and I ventured to ask Billy to tell the 
story connected with the shooting of the 
moose behind us. “ It is sure to be inter­
esting,” I said, “ for he looks as if he died 
fighting hard.”
Billy glanced at me in a protesting sort 
of way, but the chorus of requests for the 
story vras too much for him.
“ Well, boys,” he said, “ just give me a 
moment till I load my pipe, and I ’ll tell it 
to you; and you can judge for yourselves 
whether it is interesting or not.
“ It was ten years ago coming winter 
when I had a camp near the mouth of the 
river below here. Some of you saw 
what’s left of it when you came over the 
Parmachenee trail yesterday. I was all 
alone that fall, except for an occasional 
hunter or so going up the trail, and for
!iome reason deer was scarce. Well, I was lugging the fire one cold evening early in 
November, when I heard a loud crash out­
side the camp. Now that meant one of 
two things; either a windfall had taken 
place, or some large game was floundering
through the bog near at hand. Seizing 
my rifle, I slipped out of the cabin.
“I looked in the direction from which 
the crash had come, but I could see noth­
ing. Softly launching my canoe, I placed 
the rifle in the bottom of it, to be handy, 
you know, and started to paddle up the 
stream a little way. I had probably gone 
about fifty feet when a branch snapped, 
and then came a tremendous crash. The 
sound was close at hand, and I gave a 
quick look in the direction whence it came. 
The night was too black to see much, but 
I made out the huge stump of a tree that 
I had often thrashed for trout from. Im­
mediately back of this stump lay a tangle 
of dead trees. I had stopped paddling, 
and the current of the stream was slowly 
drifting the canoe towards it, and, with 
my rifle ready, I waited for a sight of the 
game. Judging from the noise of the last 
crash, I knew it must be near the stump.
“Most of you boys can appreciate what 
my feelings were at the moment, for I felt 
pretty sure of big game and a good stock 
of meat. It took but a few seconds to 
drift around to the lee of that stump, and 
I quickly brought up with a thump 
against some of the dead wood in the bog. 
What I  saw gave me a start, for there in 
the deep shadow stood the largest bull 
moose it has ever been my fortune to run 
across.
“ Well, I ’m an old hunter, guide, or 
whatever you want to call me, and have 
tracked deer from' boyhood, also bear, 
moose and caribou; but, boys, when I  saw 
that magnificent bull glaring at me I grew 
feverish with excitement, and for a few 
minutes I simply stared back at him. I 
guess we were not more than twenty feet 
apart, and as far as I could tell through 
the steam risinsr from him, he was caught 
in the bog some way, and was fighting 
mad.
‘‘I had been at close quarters with 
moose before, but never saw such danger­
ous-looking eyes. Raising my gun, I 
aimed as well as I  could just back of his 
fore-shoulder. I  felt shaky, though, and 
the sights went bobbing up and down like 
a cork float. I tried hard to get her 
steady, and when I had her fairlv so I 
fired.
“There was a most unearthly, savage 
cry, and the dark body with those fearful 
eyes and antlers launched itself forward 
at me. I had hit him, but, as I afterward 
discovered, the bullet had cut along 
through the skin behind the forelegs, and 
the pain forced the supreme effort by 
which he freed himself from the bog. He 
was rapidly coming for me when I let fiy 
at him again. By this time my blood was 
up, mad with disgust at having missed 
killing him at such close range. I hit him 
the second time, and hit him hard, but on 
he came as though nothing could stop him, 
and I had just time enough to plant an­
other bit of lead in him when he threw 
himself half out of the water and planted 
his forehoofs clean through the canoe. I 
knew I could never get away from him, as 
his savage eyes were watching me, so 
when I saw what his game was, I  made a 
leap for his back as his hoofs vrent crash­
ing through the canoe. As I landed on 
him I caught his antlers with one hand, 
drawing my knife with the other. Well, 
boys, I actually laughed at my queer posi­
tion, and I dare say that moose was more 
than surprised. Fora moment he couldn’t 
realize where I had gone to and what was 
on his back. That moment of hesitation 
probably saved my life, for I reached over
and drove the knife into him as near the 
heart as I could judge.
“There were a few seconds of trouble, 
during which I hung on to his antlers, 
until finally, with a toss of his head, he 
threw me out into the stream. I  had lost 
my knife in the struggle, and knew if he 
was not done for it was all up with me. 
S o l swam away as rapidly as I could, 
expecting every minute to hear him after 
me. But his last effort had settled him, 
and, with a cry of satisfaction, I  looked 
around, to find him again caught in the 
bog. He was dead at last, and with a 
rope I hitched him to the stump. The 
next moi’ning I hauled him up to the camp, 
and, after some trouble secured the canoe 
and rifle. He gave me the gamiest fight of 
my life, and that is the reason his head—  
the finest specimen you’ve probably seen—  
stands in the camp to-da3T.
The Coon Was a Catamount.
The Titusville (Pa.) Herald is respon­
sible for the following: On Tuesday a 
party hied themselves to the vicinity of ■ 
Thompson’s Mills to hunt the gay and fes­
tive cotton-tail. They hunted through the 
woods about a mile from the Slater home­
stead until about 4 o’clock without hav­
ing been very successful.
About the time mentioned their dog 
suddenly gave tongue in an old slashing 
and a moment afterwards appeared to 
have started an animal of some kind, 
which the hunters naturally thought was 
a rabbit. It was shortly known that the 
animal whatever it was, was either treed 
or holed, and the party, reinforced by one 
of the Slater boys, went to where the dog 
had stopped. There they found the dog 
digging, scratching and howlingyendeavor- 
ing to get something out of a hole. The 
hunters heard the grounded animal growl 
and snarl and jumped to the conclusion 
that it was a coon. Setting their guns 
aside they assisted the dog in enlarging 
the cavity. After working at this for a 
moment, young Slater reached into the 
hole and found that he could reach the 
tail down in front of t]*e entrance and 
and bracing his feet he took hold of the 
tail and began to pull for dear life. Sud­
denly something gave way and Slater fell 
backward with the late occupant of the 
hole on top of him.
The catamount, for such it proved to be, 
sank its claws into Slater’s leg and just 
bit and clawed. Fortunately the young 
man had retained possession of his club, 
and, though on his back, fought off the 
half-maddened feline. It suddenly darted 
off under the onslaught of the entire party, 
but was soon brought to bay by the 
hound.
As soon as an opportunity afforded to 
shoot the animal with out danger to the 
dog, Lawryer Quinlan brought it down.
The catamount was almost a maltese 
color and weighed 40 pounds. Since Tues­
day Slater lias sent word here that an­
other of the same species oi “varmints” 
had been seen near the same spot.
Hon. T. IT. Wentworth, Fisli and Game 
Commissioners, of this city, and Dr. C. P. 
Thomas, of Brewer, returned yesterday 
from a several weeks’ hunting trip in the 
Malunckanta and Rainbow lakes region. 
Each secured two deer. Mr. Wentworth 
tracked a moose and came up with the ani­
mal^ but finding it was a cow decided not 
to kill it. He reports game as very plenty 
there and_ deer as peeking out from the 
woods at intervals on all sides. If he had 




N. U. Hinkley was home over Thanks­
giving.
The rains last week brought up the river 
to high water pitch.
Cal. Moores went to Carrabasset, Mon­
day, to do mason work.
The village schools will begin next Tues­
day under the same teachers.
No snow for Thanksgiving but wasn’t 
it a far pleasanter day without it?
W. A. D. Cragin went to Boston, Mon­
day, to select Christmas and other goods.
H. J. Hescock’s father and sister, from 
Wilton, were with his family over Thanks­
giving.
Prof. Towle began a course of assem­
blies, this week. They are to be held 
Wednesday evenings.
Prof. Geo. F. Towle furnished music for 
the Thanksgiving Ball at Bates’ Hall, 
about 30 couples were present and had a 
fine time.
The bargains advertised in groceries by 
the Creamery store have proved a winner. 
Alton Brown, the clerk, is as busy as he 
can be, putting up goods.
Thanksgiving day was one of the loveli­
est days of the year. The young people 
had great sport skating on the small 
ponds, just over the line in Avon.
The Union Sabbath School is to have a 
Chistmas tree this year. The “ Bird’s 
Christmas Carol” by Kate Douglas Wig- 
gin is to be one of the attractions.
A  Camellia Japonica, probably the only 
one in town, is owned by Mrs. James 
Tootliaker. It is a beautiful plant with 
thick, glossy green leaves, and has re­
cently had several waxy, rose-pink blos­
soms.
The guide boards are being put up by 
the selectmen. They are of iron and Will 
withstand the shots of youthful sports­
men, who can find nothing better for a 
target. It takes 36 to “advertise” the 
roads in town.
James Smith, Esq., began Monday on a 
contract to furnish 800 yards of granite 
for the wings on the two piers at the big 
fill at Strong on the Sandy River R. R. 
He has just finished a job of 500 yards for 
the double box culverts at South Strong.
There was a pleasant gathering of the 
members of the High School at Rev. and 
Mrs. Fultz last week. Amusements and 
games were indulged in and cake and ice 
cream were served. Mr. Austin, principal 
and Miss Dennison, Assistant were pre­
sent.
J. W. Fessenden and W. A. Lawler, of 
Boston, have*~been in town adjusting 
rates for fire Hsks. They are the Fire 
Insurance Underwriters employed by all 
companies, doing business in Maine, and 
they will visit each town in the state to 
rearrange matters.
A  hanging lamp in the Phonograph 
office fell Wednesday evening and started 
quite a blaze. The bells rang an alarm 
but mail sacks were used and it was 
stamped out. The two first officers of 
the Masonic lodge, whose hall is over 
head, reached the hall door at the same 
time, both determined to save the “char­
ter.”
Orrison Harnden died Tuesday and was 
buried Friday. Mr. Harnden has been 
out of health for over two years. He 
went to Calfornia and passed a year there 
and was thought to be improving, but he 
returned to his home and has gradually 
failed. Rev. Mr. Alvord of Kingfield, con­
ducted the service. He was buried under 
the Odd Fellows impressive funeral rites.
The laws of the State require all towns 
and plantations to erect and maintain 
guide boards at all main crossings or junc­
tion under a penalty, for failure, of 85.00 
for each board and for each month so 
neglected. It is wondered if many towns 
are aware of this. In the selectmens office 
it was recently figured to see what it 
would cost this town if complaint had 
been made. It was over $8000.
A. B. Grover is putting the Utley mill 
in order for use.
The Union National Bank has vacated 
its old quarters in Beal Block.
The King’s Daughters will meet next 
Friday evening with Miss Minnie Vining.
The special “ skating train” that ran to 
Redington, Saturday night, carried 
eighteen skaters, who had a very jolly 
time.
A t the next regular meeting of the 
Grange, Dec. 14, the officers for the ensu­
ing year are to be elected. A  full attend­
ance is desired.
C. M. Davis, Esq., left for California, 
Monday. He does not expect to return 
before a year from next spring. We wish 
him a safe and pleasant journey.
Mr. & Mrs. Sam’l A. Blanchard, will 
visit Mrs. B ’s son George, in Everett, 
Mass., in about a w’eek. They expect to 
pass two or three months there.
Marsh Grover has gone for a short 
vacation; also Charles Hamlin, both being 
idle from lack of work on the Phillips & 
Rangeley road. The snow, when it comes, 
will wake ’em up.
Chas. H. Bangs, wife and daughter 
Jean, of Everett, Mass., and Fred Glea­
son, wife and daughter, of Mexico, were 
visiting at Mrs. S. J. Bangs’ last week. 
They drove over from Mexico and contin­
ued their journey to Farmington.
The Little Peach.
A little peach in the orchard grew,
A little peach o f emerald hue.
Warmed by the sun and wet by the dew,
It grew.*
One day, passing that orchard through.
That little peach dawned on the view 
OfMohnny Jones and his sister Sue—
Them two.
Up at that peach a club they threw.
Down from that stem on which it grew 
Fell that peach o f emerald hue.
Mon Dieu!
John took a bite and Sue a chew,
And then the trouble began to brew— 
Trouble the doctor couldn’t subdue.
Too true!
Under the turf where the daisies grew 
They planted John and his sister Sue,
And their little souls to the angels flew— 
Boohoo!
W hat o f the peach o f the emerald hue, 
Warmed by the sun and wet by the dew? 
Ah, well, its mission on earth is through. 
Adieu.
— E u gen e F ield .
A Practical Joke of Ye Olden Time.
It was a great many years ago, so long, 
in fact, that all, save one, of the partici­
pants in the affairs have crossed to the 
unseen world. A t this time Rangeley had 
no store, no village, no stage route, and 
of course no post-office. Phillips was the 
point to which all the inhabitants went to 
market their productions and where they 
purchased the necessities of life.
With the first sledding the Rangeley 
people drove out to secure the winter’s 
supply, generally the whole of the neigh­
borhood would go at the same time for 
company and to be able to render each 
others assistance, should any be needed.
“ Uncle Dave” Quimby, who will be 
well remembered by the older frequenters 
of the Rangeleys, as very pleasant and 
jolly, and particularly fond of a joke, was 
the victim in this sketch. He and Major 
Dill, who for many years traded in the 
old red store in Phillips, were fast friends, 
though each tried to outdo the other in 
practical jokes. Uncle Dave had fre­
quently found his “old Farmers’ Almanac,”  
which the Major had generously donated, 
to be for some previous year, and he now 
said to his companions, “The Major won’t 
get any old almanac on me this year.”
The Major was informed of the state­
ment and prepared his plans accordingly.
The oldest almanac in town was secured 
and placed conveniently under the counter 
where the genuine were kept. A  comic 
valentine was changed to fit the occasion 
and the neighbors were instructed in the 
part they were to play in the comedy to
be acted at Uncle Dave’s home in Range- 
ley.
After the purchases were all made, and 
packed the Major asked Uncle Dave, 
“Have you got an almanac for next year?” 
“ No” was the reply “and I don’t want 
any of yours either, I ’m going to pick it 
out myself,” and at once stepped to the 
pile aud selected one which he carefully ex­
amined to be sure it was for the right 
year. When he was satisfied, and was 
about to pnt it in his pocket the first 
part of the plot was sprung by Mr. Lemuel 
Crosby, who was clerking at the time, 
“Let me roll it up for you Mr. Quimby,” 
said he, and taking it, a quick slight of 
hand movement was made, the old one 
substituted and triumphantly Uncle Dave 
put it in his pocket.
A  few days after Joseph Ellis and an­
other neighbor called at the Quimby 
house in the evening for a social smoke 
and chat. Finally Ellis said he had got 
to go out to Phillips the first week in 
January and wanted to come back the 
same day and enquired about the moon, if 
there was one at that time.
I ’ll look and see,” says Uucle Dave, “I 
got an almanac the other day.” So the 
package was produced when lo and behold 
it was about twenty years behind time.
They had a big laugh in which Uncle 
Dave joined and admited that he had been 
beaten.
A t just this moment Mr. Ellis remem­
bered that he had brought over a letter 
that Collins had brought in from Phillips 
for Mr. Quimby, and handed it to him. The 
handwriting was studied and the written 
postmark examined, conjectures as to 
whom it was from indulged in, and when 
all the surmises were exhausted the letter 
was opened and unfolded showing a fright­
ful old codger holding in one hand an 
almanac and with the other tearing his 
hair and underneath was this: “I guess 
my almanac is too slow.”
Reditigtoa Notes.
Quiet reigns supreme
Most of the men are working in the 
woods.
The huge piles of lumber are fast disap­
pearing.
The need of snow is noticed here more 
than in any other place in the county.
Eustis.
The hunters are not having quite as good 
hunting now as they did some time ago as 
the snow is crusty, but they manage to 
get some game. The Sargent Party re­
turned from Scribner & Adams’ Camp at 
Barnai-d Pond Monday 25 ult., where they 
have been hunting the past three weeks.
They secured 7 deer and over 60 part­
ridges and could easily have shot as many 
more but being true sportsmen they killed 
only what they could make good use of.
A  total of 66 deer were seen by the party. 
They all had a good time and say they will 
be here again next year. M. P. Scribner 
and U. G. Fuller guided the party.
S k id .
The Daily Reporter of Arkansas City, 
Kansas has two interesting sketches by 
Miss J. Edna Worthley. One is entitled, 
“ Some Russian Writers,” the other is a 
criticism of “ Fin-de-Siecle Publications.” 
Miss Worthley has an easy style of writ­
ing, and handles her subject well. Speak­
ing of the “Chap-Book” she says:
“The origin of the name Chap-Book—  
which has been the cause of a good deal of 
inquiry might be interesting.
In England, before printing had reached 
its present degree of perfection, and before 
books were circulated as cheaply or as 
quickly as today, there were men who went 
about from one small country town to 
another, carrying small saleable articles 
and little printed stories. That seemed to 
be about the easiest way of obtaining 
reading matter in remote places. These 
benefactors of the human race were called 
Chap-Men.” t
A QUEEN WHO CHEWS.
Not Tutti Fruttl Gum, but Large Chunks of 
Plug Tobacco.
Madagascar is a curious mixture. Tho 
queen Is a Christian, but she chews tobacco 
and spits in a silver vase. Her husband 
is very proud of a French Legion of Honor 
decoration, which he wears night and day, 
but if any native should happen to express 
a favorable opinion of the French in his 
presence that native would very suddenly 
be wafted into eternity. The queen has a 
fine big Bible, plentifully emblazoned in 
gilt, at her side at all times, but sho orders 
the execution of an enemy like any other 
woman orders her breakfast.
The queen is seldom without a largo 
chunk of tobacco in her mouth, and as she 
sets the style in Madagascar all of tho 
court ladies, not to be outdone in tho mat­
ter of fashion, also have large chunks of 
tobacco in their mouths. A t a royal func­
tion where all the ladies are chewing to­
bacco industriously an American lady 
might be shocked. But the Madagascar 
ladies regard it as a rai'e accomplishment, 
and the society buds there are taught to 
chew with the same care that American 
parents teach their girls to dance or play 
upon the piano. It is one of the polite arts 
there, and a lady who does not chew is as 
badly handicapped socially as a woman 
here who eats with her knife.
Tho queen is called Ranavalona III. 
Her features cannot be called delicate, aud 
in complexion she is pretty dark, much 
darker than most of her subjects. Her 
figure is above medium height. Sho 
dresses in European garments and upon 
state occasions wears a robe of red velvet 
and a crown of gold. Her usual residence 
is not the enormous three story palace, 
Moja Kamiadana, built for Ranavalona I 
by a French architect, but a stone mansion 
hard by called the Masandro, arranged in 
good taste and with proper regard to com­
fort.
Her husband is something of a Napo­
leon. He is small and lean and rich. His 
wavy hair bespeaks his humble origin. 
Under an air of good fellowship he con­
ceals extreme energy, an iron will and 
much keenness of intellect. Withal ho is 
an able politician. He lives in tho palace 
of Zanovola, called tho Silver IIouso be­
cause when it was built for Prince Ra- 
koto, son of a former queen, the prince 
caused it to be studded with silver nails 
and furnished.with silver locks.— Wash­
ington Post.
ALL ARE WITHOUT FINGERS.
Singular D eform ity  A m on g tho M em bers 
o f  an English Family.
In a Lincolnshire villngo in England 
lives a family who suffer under the curi 
ous deformity of boing fingerless. This 
peculiarity does not appear to bo ono of 
thoso freaks of nature which may appear 
in ono individual and not be transmitted 
to the next generation. From what can be 
learned, the singularity has existed in tho 
family so far as history or tradition ex­
tends, and thero seems at present no signs 
of its dying out, as the grandchildren are 
as devoid of fingers as their grandsire.
The hands of this remarkablo family 
present the appearance of having had the 
fingers amputated or chopped off roughly 
and unevenly below the second joint, leav­
ing a short stump. There is no nail or 
hard substance, and were it not for tho ab­
sence of anything like a cicatrix a casual 
observer would conclude that tho defect 
was duo to an accident  ^but, as though na­
ture had attempted to compensate for the 
absonco of fingers, the thumbs are abnor­
mally large and strong.
Tho family aro in other respects fully 
endowed *by naturo and do not appear to 
suffer the disadvantages tho absence of 
fingers might be expected to entail. One 
of the daughters, aged 20 , can write, sew, 
knit and is in every way as dexterous and 
accomplished as other girls of her ago and 
station. When asked if sho “ did not find 
it awkward to bo fingerless,” sho replied:
“ No! If you had never had fingers, you 
would not know you needed them.”
Tho only drawback that seems to be oc­
casioned is the curiosity tho absonco of 
fingers evoked from strangers.— Pearson’s 
Weekly.
Observed the Formalities.
“ Mandy, J heard that you had left your 
husband.”
“ Dat’s a fact. But he ain’t got no kick 
jomin, fer I  done gib ’im a week’s notice 
fore I started.” — Minneapolis Journal.
RANGELEY LAKES.
i j t j T j x r i J i J i J t J i J t r L r u '
A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
A  wise man once gave the advice to pa­
rents, “ hold diligent converse with thy 
children, havo them with thee morning 
and evening,” and what better company 
could either desire. On the mother more 
especially devolves the training of both 
boys and gir-ls, since in most families the 
father is absent so much of the time. But 
how companionable is a little child, asks 
one who is either no lover of them or else 
has had no means of learning. He is respect­
fully referred to the young mother who 
finds baby so absorbing that the days fly 
by on wings, or to some older one to whom 
the dearest spot on earth is home, where 
she wisely directs her little flock in “ ways 
of pleasantness.” Wliile we would by no 
means confine either child or parent en­
tirely to each other’s society, since either 
needs companionship suited to their age, 
we would most emphatically urge that 
children confide in father and mother first 
of all. The baby boy or girl comes to its 
mother with every joy and every sorrow, 
and unless repelled will continue to come 
so long as both shall live.
Sorry are we to say, that bearing the 
name of mother does not always entitle a 
woman to confidence, but in most cases 
there is no one who should take her place 
with son or daughter. It can be no hard 
duty to so intei-est yourself in all that con­
cerns children that their first thought will 
be to come to you for advice. C h ild liken ess  
is a charming trait, but childishness is n o t. 
Aud given a child of ordinary intelligence 
it is the parent’s fault if he does not early 
become a companion of whom one never 
tires. Little ones are quicker of compre­
hension than their elders sometimes think, 
and just here is a source of trouble that is 
often overlooked.
Some chance word, like a tiny seed, is 
dropped into the expanding mind, which 
by and by will bear bitter fruit. “ It must 
needs be that offenses come,” says the 
Good Book, “ but woe unto them by whom 
they come.” There is evil on every side 
from which we cannot guard our children 
try as we may,' but before it m u st be met 
let them learn what to avoid from those 
who love them best instead of from a 
chance acquaintance. Some one has said 
“ the world is what we make it.” Be this 
as it may it is a do^r old world and might 
be the heaven for which some sigh if only 
each one would do his part toward mak­
ing it so. Begin with the children on 
whose upbringing so much depends. 
Teach them that while not many may be 
great men and women all may be good, 
and do a little towards making this earth 
a better place for those who come after, 
for as the beloved poet so beautifully ex­
presses it:
• Lives o f great men all remind us 
W e can make our lives sublime,
And, departing leave behind us 
Footprints on the sands o f time;— 
Footprints, that perhaps another,
Sailing o ’er life ’s solemn main.
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother 
Seeing, shall take heart again.”
SOME S A V O ltT  S U P P E lt D ISH E S.
V ie n n a  M eat  Ca k e s .— Take steak, 
either raw or boiled, chop very fine; for 
two cupfulls of chopped steak take half a 
small onion, one egg (raw) salt and pepper 
to taste; if the family like mustard, use a 
very little. Mix thoroughly and make 
iijto little round flat cakes. Have an 
ordinary iron saucepan vary hot with 
melted butter in it; fry the cakes a light 
brown and serve as hot as possible., The 
Germans use these cakes uncooked, made 
with raw steak, onion, pepper, sart and 
mustard, pressed into little cakes and 
served with crackers or pretzels, as they 
call them. When one has less meat and 
more time, a successful way is to make the 
steak into croquettes, cold steak, veal or
chicken can be utilized in this way most 
acceptably.
B eef  C r o q u ette s .— Grind o r  chop the 
meat very fine, use as many cupfulls of 
bread crumbs as o f chopped meat, season 
highly with salt, pepper, sage or celery 
salt, and a little chopped ham, cooked or 
uncooked as most convenient. Mix all 
very thoroughly, wet with milk until it 
can be squeezed out of the mixture, take 
what one hand will hold, squeeze it as 
lightly as possible, then roll it between 
the palms of the hands until it is a perfect 
oblong roll— the failure to do this is the 
cause of the cracks which spoil the cro­
quettes. When perfectly smooth, roll in 
beaten egg, then in rolled cracker and fry 
in hot lard. With a wire basket, there 
will be no difficulty taking the croquettes 
out of the lard; if without one, use a 
spoon carefully. The croquettes can be 
made in the morning, fried, and heated in 
the oven for te'a. These croquettes are 
equal to those for which we pay a dollar 
a dozen for veal and two dollars for 
chickens at any caterers, and are very 
good if made the day before using, if a 
large quantity is needed.
“ K edgese , ”  a n  E ast I n d ia n  D is h .—  
Take any cold bits of fresh fish which may 
have been left and pick over carefully. 
Take an equal amount of cold boiled rice, 
add a cold boiled egg, chopped fine, pep­
per, salt and butter. Heat it thoroughly, 
and serve hot. Buttered toast goes 
nicely with this dish.
P U D D IN G .
Beat to a cream threequarters of a cup 
of butter, add a cup of molasses and the 
yolks of four eggs. Stir two teaspoon­
fuls of soda into two cups of milk and 
add to the molasses, butter and eggs; then 
stir in flour enough to make the mixture 
stiff as pound cake. Mix in a bowl a 
tablespoonful of cinnamon, a tablespoon­
ful of grated nutmeg and a tablespoonful 
of cloves, add the spices to the pudding 
with a teaspoonful of salt and two pounds 
of raisins stoned and chopped, and a 
quarter of a pound of sliced citron. Add 
the whites of four eggs beaten to a stiff 
froth at the last moment. Put the pud­
ding in a greased mould and steam for 
four hours.
Amusements for Winter Evneings.
“High A rt” delights those that have 
any skill in the use of the pencil. The 
participants sit around a table where they 
can freely flourish their pencils upon large 
sheets of writing paper folded twice. A  
head and neck are first sketched— it may 
be of man or beast— then each refolds the 
paper so as to hide his or her sketch, but 
leaves indications of where the neck is on 
the blank part of the paper, which is folded 
over it. The papers then change hands all 
around and each proceeds to sketch a body 
for the head he had not seen. When this 
is accomplished, the papers are again re­
folded as before; another change takes 
place and all proceed to supply legs to the 
bodies which they have not seen, just as 
before they supplied bodies for the heads 
they had not seen. -When all this has been 
done, another change of papers take place, 
and then each writes the name supposed 
to belong to the figure thus curiously com­
pounded, after which the papers are un­
folded, and the result is usually bursts of 
laughter at the address or the absurdity 
of the combinations.
A  simple and interesting electrical ex- 
perinent is suggested in an exchange. It 
is made with a sheet of brown paper, illus­
trating in a remarkable manner how the 
most astonishing effects may be produced 
by the simplest means. Take a sheet of 
coarse brown paper, and after holding it 
before the fire until it is perfectly dry, fold 
it up into a long strip of about two inehes 
wide. The magnet is now complete. To 
exhibit its attractive power, cut some 
strips of writing paper about three inches 
long and about as wide as one of these 
lines, then place them upon the table three 
or four together. Now take the magnet 
and draw it briskly under the arm two or
three times; its electro magnetism is in­
stantly developed, and becomes apparent 
when held over the small strips of writing 
paper, for they fly up from the table to­
ward the paper magnet veritably “by the 
wings of lightning.”
A  history party gives variety to livelier 
amusements these winter evenings. The 
hostess provides each guest with pencil 
and paper and a list of questions, many of 
the questions of such a character any boy 
or girl of 16 should be able to answer, 
others puzzling and some “catch” ques­
tions and historical conundrums. A  sam­
ple of the questions asked at one party 
are: “Who was the first woman excuted 
in England?” “Name seven of the world’s 
gratest battles?” “What famous writer 
was banished from Paris during the reign 
of Napoleon I.?” “ Name the thirteen 
original states?” “When was electricity 
first used for illuminating purposes?” 
“ Why was the death of Joan of Arc 
preferable to that of Lady Jane Grey?” It 
was found that Moses was the first to ap­
ply etectricity to illuminating purposes, 
he having had an “ ark light on Mount 
Ararat,” while Joan of Arc’s death was 
preferable to Jane Grey’s “ because a hot 
steak is freferable to a cold chop.” One 
of the simplest questions and one which 
everyone was sure of answering correctly 
was: “Who first discovered America?” 
only a few remembering the Norsemen, all 
the rest replying Columbus.
When man knows how to match a ribbon. 
When woman learns to drive a nail.
When man can thread a needle deftly.
When mice dont make a woman pale.
When woman gets ofl right from street cars, 
Instead o f facing towards to the rear.
W hen men stop smoking bad tobacco.
And drinking too much lager beer,
W hen women do not block the sidewalk,
W ith spreading skirts and puffed-out sleeves, 
W hen man stops flirting with new charmers 
And to his lawful darling cleaves,
W hen man can understand the baby,
And woman, petting it, talks sense,
W hen man proposes a new bonnet 
o And woman shies at the expense— 
Phenomena like these, and others.
May strike surprised observers dumb,
But they will know, by these same tokens 
That the millennium has come.
— Som erville Journal
The large holes in stockings, that if 
darned consume so much time that one 
invariably wonders if “ it pays,” can be 
more quickly and smoothly darned if a 
piece of black or white net is basted over 
the hole, and the darning thread carried 
back and forth through it.
A  break in a fine handkerchief should 
be attended at once, and if a very fine 
needle, a No. 10, and 120 cotton are used, 
it may be so neatly mended that no one 
but the darner will be conscious of it.
The best laundry aprons are made of 
rubber cloth or of blue or brown denim. 
The former is to be preferred, because it 
best protects the dress against a wetting.
A  large slice of raw potato in the fat 
when, frying doughnuts will prevent the 
black! specks from appearing on their 
surface.
A RANGELEY TRAGEDY.
Of tfie Early Days—The Story of Mrs. 
Miller’s Awful Death on the Ice.
The second person who moved to “ the 
lakes” was John Dill with a family con­
sisting of his wife her mother, a Mrs. 
Miller, and twelve or thirteen children. 
They were very poor and during the first 
winter their principal food, like that of 
their only neighbor, Deacon Luther Hoar, 
was the small bird called cross-bill, which 
were caught by hundreds. They lived on 
the farm afterwards owned and occupied 
by the late Abner Toothaker, Esq. Dur­
ing the winter Mr. Dill and his oldest son, 
started with snowshoes and hand sled to 
go to Madrid, then known as No. One. They 
came up the lake near to where the village 
is now located, from there following a 
spotted line through the woods.
While they were away Mrs. Miller said
she must go out to Phillips. Her own 
family and that of Deacon Hoar’s tried to 
persuade her to give up the attempt, but 
all to no avail and reluctantly the Deacon 
accompanied her out onto the lake and 
showed her the snowshoe tracks she was 
to follow.
Seeing, on the south side of the lake, 
trees leaning over, covered with the snow, 
which resembled buildings she inquired 
what they were. The Deacon informed 
her, but she replied, “ I thought it was a 
house for me.”
When Mr. Dill returned he was asked if 
he had seen Mrs. Miller; as he had not a 
party was made up and started in search of 
her. They found where she had left the 
snowshoe sloat aud her tracks led to 
those leaning trees that she had thought 
a house. Under one of them was found 
her body frozen stiff. The ground being 
frozen so deeply, it was almost* impossi­
ble, with the few tools they had, to 
dig a grave, consequently they scraped 
away the snow, and with evergreen 
boughs for a shroud, the body was 
buried till spring. S e w a r d  D il l .
Soquel, California.
A  man who had followered the sea was 
telling what hard gales he had seen, said 
that one time they had on deck a large 
cask with one head and the bung out. It 
was used for a dog kennel. One day there 
came up a heavy rain and this cask laid 
on its side bung up and it rained so fast 
through the bung hole the cask was filled 
and ran over.
Carriages!
O F  A L L  KCNDS,
A t Prices w hich  you Can  
Afford to Buy.
The Nobby Drop-Axle Buggy, and 
Other Well Known Styles.
Call at Moss’ L ivery  Stable, P h il­







Having purchased the business and good-will 
o f A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect­
fully announce that they are prepared to do
Cenerai BSacksmitBisng 
& C a r n a g e  Repairing.-
Mr. Walker has had over 15 years’ experience 
as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a 
wood-worker for many years, and both thor­
oughly understand their business,
W e respectfully solicit a share o f patronage
L. Walker, E. C. Lufkin,
Blodgett’s Old Shop, Next Door to Steam Mill. 
RANGELEY. MAINE.
Job Printing  nee£e?uted
A t R an geley  Lakes P rin tin g  Office.
*4 RANGELEY LAKES.
B e s t  1 *a l l  H u n t i n g
I X  T H E  R A X G E L E Y  ItE G IO X !
These Camps are new and warm, easy o f access, 
and in good hunting territory. Visitors will be assured 
o f good sport for either large or small game.
Quimby Lake is a beautiful spot, but sis miles from 
Rangeley, with a good road direct to  the camps, no 
tiresome buckboarding. Round Pond, Dodge Pond, 
and the Kennebago Stream, all famous Hunting 
Grounds, are but tw o miles distant.
OAKES & SCOTT,
P-’ r o p r i  t o r s ,
R A N G E L E Y , -  -  -  M A IN E
FOREST CAMPS, LOON LAKE,
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .
J OON LAKE, situated five miles from Range-
/
M O O SE , 
/
C A R IB O U , 
D E E R , 
A N D  
B IR D  
S H O O T IN G .
ley, on the Kennebago road, is one o f the 
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same 
time the surroundings and provisions for the 
com fort o f guests make it exceptionally popu­
lar with parties who wish to take their fami­
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail 
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests 
have the advantage o f a good carriage road 
for three miles o f the distance from Rangeley 
Village to our camps. Those who would enjoy 
the walk for a part o f the distance over the 
road through the woods can take a carriage at 
Rangeley for the first three miles and enjoy 
that recreation for the last two. Boats and 
Guides furnished. Open from May 1st to Jan. 
1st. For terms address, R. S. Y o r k , Rangeley.
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R. S. YORK A J. F. OAKES, Proprietors.
’TWIXT YOU AND ME.
Rangeley Lakes. ,
Published every Thursday morning, by the
Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,
HARRY P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL, 
Editors and Proprietors.
E n te r e d  a t the R a n g e le y  (M a in e )  Post-O ffice, 
a s S ec o n d  C lass M a tte r .
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $1 .00  Per Year 
In Advance.
Devoted to the Interests o f  the W hole 
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ADVERTISING Rates Reasonable, and win 
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Rangeley Lakes. Rangeley. Maine.
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Is Carelessness Criminal?
The leaven is working. In the course of 
a few years, when a score or two more of 
sportsmen and guides are shot, by other 
sportsmen and guides, under the impres­
sion that they are moose or deer, some law 
will be enacted that will make it as dan­
gerous for the shooter as for the victim. 
Capt. Benj. Atwood, game warden, says 
to a Bangor News reporter, in reference to 
a communication from guide Fred E. Pres-' 
cott, who recently fired several shots at a 
party thinking they were large game: “ I 
would like to ask of Mr. Prescott, and the 
public at large, if a man who cannot tell 
the difference between 9  man and a moose, 
at 20 rods in broad daylight, should be 
allowed to pose as a guide and to -take 
people into the woods? To my mind these 
shooting accidents are becoming too fre­
quent and the only remedy that I can see 
for them is to pass a law which will make 
these cases manslaughter, and to prose­
cute them. As the law now is, a man who 
has a grudge against another can get him 
into the woods, shoot him and swear that 
he mistook him fora deer.” A. J. Dar­
ling, an Enfield guide, says, on the same 
subject: “ No man should go into the 
woods to shoot unless he has a good eye—  
eyes to see the game, and also keep a sharp 
watch for the fellow who is likely, at any 
time now-a-days, to plunk a bullet into 
him. It is better to lose a deer or a 
moose than to shoot at a man, even if you 
don’t hit him.”
If this indiscriminate shooting continues 
it will do more to keep sportsmen from 
visiting those sections, than would the 
extermination of all the large game. We 
do not know that the class of sportsmen 
who come, or the guides they find, in the 
Rangeley l^akes regions, are different from 
those of other sections, bnt we cannot 
recall a single case of “mistaken identity.” 
It will be a costly preamble to the enact­
ment of a severe law, but the law has got 
to come. Meanwhile the shooting will 
go on.
According to the Lewiston Journal, 
Bangor has lost its taste for venison, or, 
in fact any kind of game. It ’s citizens do 
not seem to buy, as formerly, in the mar­
kets, and less of them go into the woods 
to shoot this year than in former seasons. 
“ The craze for killing something appears 
to have run itself out here.’’ Possibly, but 
wouldn’t venison, or any game, be more 
palatable if shot by one’s self ? and may 
not the average Bangor citizen have a 
tlipught that he may come home (if he 
escapes) with “ that tired feeling” super­
induced by a charge of shot from the gun 
of a thought-he-was-a-deer fellow?
Another Australian System.
Cook County, Ills., which is mostly 
Chicago, has just voted to adopt the 
Australian system of land registration.
^ ....  J: ' I... .
This system provides for the public regis­
tration of titles and public guarantee of 
their validity. Simply stated it is this; 
when the title to a piece of propery is 
once searched by public officials, the 
owner receives a certificate of ownership, 
a copy of which is placed upon the public 
records. Thereafter this piece of property 
can be as easily transferred with as little 
trouble or expense as personal property. 
The purchaser or mortagee is absolutely 
certain that his property will not be 
swept from him or become the subject of 
litigation.
When the property is sold, or mort­
gaged, the fact is entered upon the cer­
tificate and also upon the county records, 
and it may change hands until the certifi­
cate is cancelled and a new one issued, 
without further cost or danger to the 
possessor.
It, like its predecessor, the Australian 
ballot system, has come to stay, after its 
introduction by the people. To receive 
the benefit of it wrould neccessitate a 
resurvey, in many instances, and agree­
ments between adjoining land owners as 
to the bounds and corner's, but when once 
established all trouble ceases.
Let Maine, at its next session of the 
legislature, pass an act permitting coun­
ties to introduce the system, if the major­
ity of the voters so order.
Board of Trade.
R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  wishes to once more 
mention, as a leading want of Rangeley, 
a live Boai’d of Trade. Step into any 
place of business and listen for a few mo­
ments to the conversation, if it relates to 
the developement of Rangeley and you 
will hear that such a town or such a sec­
tion of xhe county or a certain part of the 
state receives favors that should come to 
Rangeley. Why? Simply because there is 
lack of unity, Get together, organize your 
Boar-d of Trade, get everyone interested 
and send some of your leading men to in­
ter view parties and learn why this is so. 
You read every week of some town not 
not half as important as Rangeley being 
benefited by some railroad enterprise or a 
manufacturing plant and wonder why 
something does not come here. It is sim­
ply because you do not ask for it.
Let us Avakc up, join hands, and go to 
work, give this paper the pleasure of an­
nouncing in its next issue that you have 
started the Board of Trade, or at least 
have decided to call a meeting to discuss 
the question. You frequently hear “ The 
State appropriated $25,000 last winter to 
be expended by the fish and game Commis­
sioners, how much has this section re­
ceived?” Not much we admit. Your 
Board of Trade would have a committee 
to know the reason.
The fight between the Maine Centi'al 
and Bangor & Aroostook is growing in­
teresting. The rumor that the Maine 
Central railroad was trying to get posses­
sion of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad 
is not without foundation, says an ex­
change, an effort has been made /for the 
same but without avail. It is now 
rumored that the Bangor & Aroostook 
railroad will run a track from Bangor to 
High Head, and down along the river and 
coast to Rockland in the spring. Should 
this rumor be true, the Main Central will 
be shut out, and could not make a paying 
line out of their route. It is understood 
that should the Bangor & Ax'oos- 
took railroad press the matter that 
the Maine Central railroad would push 
their lino through, as it is said that the 
Railroad Cowmissioners can give them 
the right of way and they can get their 
chai-aeter afterward without any trouble.
The Maine Farmer in reply to a cor- 
respondant who asks whether to sell pota­
toes at the present low prices, or feed to 
stock, says “sell every time as potatoes 
compared with other stock food, are not 
worth over 8 cents per bushel. “Here is a 
pointer for those who are holding for a 
rise.
The rumor that the Grand Trunk is to 
tap the lakes at Andover, is iixtex'esting.
“‘The canal horse has got to go, the 
trollys have come.”
But wex'e not the canals locked -befoi’e 
the horse disappeared ?
Mirthful Maggie Cline, selects as number 
one out of four of the best looking actoi's 
on the American stage, John Lawxunce 
Sullivan, late champion pugilist. Gentle 
Maggie evidently thinks he would be the 
one to “ T ’x'ow ’im down, M ’Clusky!”
A  west Fi'anklin correspondent who 
sends the following to an exchange, per- 
haps wasn’t aware that it was likely to 
come under the eye of a game warden and 
get his friends into ti'ouble:
Sunday was a gala-day for the hunter's. 
A t daybreak they began to start for the 
bushes. The result so far as heard from 
was the shooting of a buck at the “Jakey 
place” by Norman Smith and a doe at the 
branches by Eastman Hutchins.’
Now that Bar Harbor has succeeded in 
putting an end to rumselling, roller skat­
ing is coming into vogue.— K e n n e b e c  J o u r ­
n a l.
When a man “gets on a skate” he is 
generally a roller, so the one would natur­
ally follow the other.
A  party of ten Bar Harborites returned 
the other day from Eddington where two 
of them had a narrow escape from arrest 
for shooting at a farmer’s pet mule under 
the impression that it was a deer. The 
man and mule wex'e engaged in drawing 
logs in the woods when the hunter's espied 
the mule munching in a clearing for its 
midday meal. The color and size of the 
mule were exactly like a deer and they 
blazed away. One bullet sank into the 
mule’s hind quartex’s and his heels went 
into the air. Another shot off a part of 
its harness. A stray bullet grazed the 
owner of the mule who was eating his 
dinner near by. Apologies and explana­
tions only made the owner madder and 
the hunters shouldered their guns and left 
the injured man and mule to their fate, 
after coolly admonishing the farmer to 
buy a horse blanket for lxis pet mule to 
save him from the crack shots of the for­
est.— B a r  H a r b o r  C o r. B a n g o r  N e w s .
Bar Harborites who want to go gunning 
for jackasses in the futux-e, can find that 
game nearer home.
These snapping nights have started the 
ice cutter's’ gossip on the Kennebec,” says 
the Lewiston Journal. But gossip cuts 
no ice.
"A ll of Gardiner’s biting shoe factories 
got off the book,” says an exchange. 
Now let Rangeley’s Board of Trade ma- 
| nipulate that hook and we’ll land ’em.
“ If dere’s any invention dat I have a 
px’ofound respect fur,” said Meandering 
Mike, “it’s the founting-pen.” “Whut’s 
the x'eason?” iuquix’ed Plodding Pete. 
“ Dey never work.”
And now, from Aixstralia, comes another 
claimant for the celebrated Tichboi’ne 
estate. He has all the “marks,” etc., of 
the genuine Sir Roger. I wonder if Saint 
Peter gets his x’ecox’ds mixed through this 
case.
A  subscription to buy a Lewiston po­
liceman an axe is proposed. The crowd 
watched him club a man the other night 
and concluded that it took him too long 
to finish him. So it is upon humane 
grounds apparently, that the axe, is to be 
provided.
It should be px'esexxted where the chicken 
x’eceived it.
Eugene and Nathaniel Spinney, of 
Ipswich, Mass, have been hunting up 
Kemxebago stx’eam and Kennebago farm. 
They had a couple of weeks of enjoyment 
securing four deer, two bucks aixd two 
does. They took with them a fair sized 
buck, with small but pretty antlei's, and 
also had a box of venison for their friends. 
Russ Spinney was their guide.
A  Rockland clergyman tells a good 
stox’y in which his father, who is also a 
clergyman, figures as the leading charac­
ter. The father, after a day’s fishing, ap­
peared at a temperance meeting with a 
very rosy nose, which loomed up like a 
beacon light in a fog. After several ad­
dresses by several refoxaned inebriates, the 
revei'end gentleman was called upon to 
pronounce the benediction. As the crowd 
filed out, the clergyman was startled to 
hear one of the audience remark, that he 




A Deer That Meant B usiness.
No more partridge sho ting this year, 
last Saturday ended the open time.
W. E. Twombly and Fyank Haley cap­
tured a deer near the Totm'an farm, last 
week.
There has been a wonderful falling off in 
the weight of moose captured since 
R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  published Post-master 
Herrick’s views on that subject. Now we 
read of a monster moose weighing but 
600 pounds, which is probably pretty near 
the truth.
Kennebec Journal: A  Dover huntsman 
has fired at eight deer and two moose this 
fall and has failed to draw a drop of blood 
on one of them. This is the most refresh­
ing tale of the camp we have heard this 
season. And the best part of it is, the 
hunter tells the story himself.
C. A. Sprague of Foxcroft shot a deer 
recently that attracted considerable at­
tention by reason of its unusual color. 
The ground-work was white with red 
spots on it and was very pretty. Its nose, 
also, was out of the ordinary, being 
shaped more like a sheep’s nose than a 
deer’s.
In spite of the scarcity of caribou, as 
reported in the State papers, S. L. Crosby 
says that he has already received 41 heads 
this season. Last year he received 
only 28 during the whole season. On 
Monday ! five caribou were brought 
down on the Aroostook trains. Three of 
Mr. Crosby's friends, during a short 
hunting trip in this vicinity of Mt. Ka- 
tahdin, saw over 75 caribou, and killed 
three bulls out of a herd of 18.
The absence of caribou is creating a 
great many explanations as to the cause, 
here is what A. J. Darling says: About 
six years ago the caribou began to come 
back to this section, but at present there 
is no sign that they will ever again occupy 
their former feeding grounds iti any con­
siderable numbers. Possibly they may 
come back if the hounds are kept out of 
the woods. Moose are fairly plentiful, 
and there is no doubt that deer are in­
creasing in number, although most of 
them keep well back in the deep woods 
and around old lumber camps.”
Miss Lucy F. Tenney of Houlton, re­
turned last week from a camping and 
hunting expedition of two weeks at Big 
Machias lake near 'Ashland. The party 
included, besides Miss Tenney, Miss Mary 
Dudley of Presque Isle, Miss Milhau and 
Mr. Penney of New York city, with neces­
sary guides and cooks. They were re­
markably successful in the killing of large 
game. Miss Milhau and Mr. Penny each 
shot a fine specimen of moose kind, and 
smaller game was captured in abundance. 
Women sportsmen are becoming very 
common in our hunting regions, and of 
these none are more daring than Miss 
Milhau.
G. L. Bates, of Livermore Falls, has a 
small lobster preserved in alcohol. Its 
body is about the size o' a robin’s egg. 
This lobster was found in the stomach of 
a pickerel caught in the Dead River region 
by Mr. Bates this fall. The lobster, 
though a very small one, is as perfectly 
formed as any that was ever caught on 
the Maine coast.
Probably before this, some enthusiastic 
camp proprietor in that region, has 
ordered a hundred lobster traps for use 
’’•ext season. Did anyone ever hear of 
eray-fish or fresh-water lobster?
Slightly Fishy.




With a sweet smile the lone fisherman 
went his way. He had been wondering 
where he was going to get a real good lie 
and the gift was certainly opportune.— D e ­
tro it T r ib u n e .
Gave the Same Dose to a Pup.
A gentleman of Mount Lebanon, Pa. 
owns a fine Newfoundland dog called 
Kate. Something like a year ago last 
spring Kate was very badly afflicted with 
mange, and her master had her taken to 
the neighboring tan-yard and thrown into 
a vat filled with dye made from red oak 
bark, which is possessed of healing pro­
perties. The dog got well, and in the 
course of a year had a litter of fine young- 
puppies, all except two of which were 
drowned.
A  few days ago Kate discovered what 
she evidently considered sure symptoms of 
mange in one of the pups, so bidding it 
follow, she made a bee-line for the old tan- 
yard, followed at some distance by the 
pups. Arrived at the well-remembered 
vat which had formed the scene of her own 
ablution, she seized her afflicted pup by 
the nape of the neck and calmly gave it a 
good bath, in spite of its protesting yelps 
and struggles. As a reward for her fore­
sight and maternal care the pup recovered 
and is now as frisky and healthy as any 
mother could desire.
WOODS COOKERY.
An Englishman Tells a Rangeley Lakes 
Man of How They Do It in His Country.
I was chatting with an Englishman, Mr. 
Francis Burkett, of Auburn, the other 
day and among other things touched on 
camp cookery.
“Do you know the best way to cook a 
partridge?” asked he.
“ Well, I ’m not sure about it. What’s 
your way?”
“In England I used to dress the bird, 
carefully and then cut off a junk of salt 
pork. Next I cut two green saplings 
which I drove into the ground so that 
their points were over the fire, one a little 
above the other. On the lower one I tied 
the partridge and on the upper, the pork. 
As the pork melted it would drip on the 
bird and a turn of the partridge now and 
then would give it a even basting.”
“ We have a way of cooking trout which 
may be new to you. Prepare a place 
similar to your Yankee ‘bean hole’ and 
build a hot fire in it. While your oven is 
heating, so to speak, open the trout and 
put plenty of butter, salt and pepper in­
side. Next take an old paper and wrap 
closely about the fish, and lastly cover the 
whole thing with a thick coating of clay. 
Then put it in the sand hole and bake till 
it is done and you’ll declare yjou never ate 
such a finely cooked trout.”
A  Saco deputy sheriff is said to be on 
track of eighteen parties who have been 
violating the game laws by snaring part­
ridges in York county and shipping them 
to the Boston market. It is to be hoped 
that he has sand enough to bring the vio­
lators to justice. If snaring is to be per­
mitted, there will not be a partridge left 
in the county in the course of five years. 
He is a mercenary individual who would 
resort to such a method of obtaining 
game. No true sportsman w-ould adopt 
that mode of hunting.— S o m er sw o rth  F r ee  
P resx.
The following is from the N. Y . Sim and 
informs us that the visionary correspond­
ent who has been doing Maine the past 
season has safely reached home. Now we 
shall hear of deer stalking on the roof of 
the Sun office, or a duel by two immense 
bucks on Broadway. Any thing can escape 
from his capricious note book.
By the game laws of the state of New 
York the deer on Long Island are assured 
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, 
unmolested by the other inhabitants, ex­
cept for a very few days on alternate years. 
They are better protected than any other 
game in this state. On this protection 
they have thriven greatly and grown so 
bold that they wander into the farmers’ 
front yards and devour their ornamental 
bushes, and it is solemnly alleged by one 
farmer, that two stags have been in the 
practice all summer of digging up the beets 
in his garden with their antlers and de­
vouring them. Profiting by this immunity 
the dear have gone so far as to pursue hu­
man beings. What the Long Islanders 
would seem to need now, is a law prohibit­
ing the deer from hunting them, or at least 
establishing an open and a close season for 
the farmer. A t present nothing restrains 
them, not even barbed-wire fences, for 
these they can easily leap. The anti-deer 
movement has received a great impetus 
from a one-sided contest between Eric 
Evers of Uniondale, and a large stag. 
Evers is a well built man who can hold his 
own with a human being, but the deer was 
too much for him. The man was on his 
way from Hempstead, to East Meadow, 
and the stag was trimming trees on the 
Fehrmann farm. Evers heard a crashing 
in the bushes, and, looking in, he saw the 
stag. There was a high fence between 
them. Evers whistled, and the stag looked 
around, but didn’t seem at all alarmed. 
The man wasn’t alarmed, either, at that 
time; he didn’t know enough about Long 
Island deer, if he had, he would have gone 
on and minded his own business or have
CLIMED A LOFTY THEE
before making any uncalled-for remarks. 
Instead he said:
“ Shoo! Chase yourself out of there.”
This must have grated on the stag’s 
nerves for he leaped in the air and shook 
his head violently. Then he pranced 
close up to the fence and looked Evers 
over from head to foot in the manner of 
an urchin, who, being about to assault a 
fellow urchin, says:
“A-h-h-h, I c’n do yer in a punch.”
Eveis failed to interpret this glance cor­
rectly. He was surprised at the stag’s 
boldness, and determined to scare the 
animal. So he flapped his arms and yel­
led. A t first he judged that his purpose 
had succeeded. The stag drew back from 
the fence. The next instant something 
that looked like a #balloon came sailing 
over the fence straight at him. That was 
enough for Evers. He turned and fled 
down the roadway. Behind him he could 
hear the sharp tapping of the animal’s 
hoofs. Run as he might, the tapping 
grew nearer. Although he had no breath 
to spare, he let out a tremendous yell for 
help, and the next instant something 
struck him violently in the small of the 
back and he traversed the distance be­
tween him and a small gully’ after the 
fashion of a pinwheel. By good fortune 
he landed in the gully, where his body fit­
ted tight, so that the stag could not gore 
him except by standing on his head. It 
could trample him, however, and it did. 
Evers has a confused recollection of see­
ing the beast rear up and fall upon him a 
few score of times, the hoofs coming down 
like trip hammers every time. Presently 
he felt himself lifted out of the gully. 
Clutch as he might at the sides, he was 
hauled out, the stag having thrust one of 
its antlers by a sidewise movement under 
his coat. Once he was in the roadway, 
what had come before was child’s play. 
After being prodded and ripped and jabbed 
by the big antlers, Evers lost concious- 
ness.
Some farm hands up the road- had heard 
his yells when he was running, and arm­
ing themselves with pitchforks and clubs 
they came hurrying to the scene of the 
encounter. According to their statement 
Evers was lying motionless when they ar­
rived, and the stag, apparently satisfied 
that he was dead, was attempting to crop 
his hair. On their interfering the animal 
charged them, but a blow on the nose 
with a club discouraged it. For a 
moment it stood hesitating. Another of 
the rescuing party jabbed it with a pitch- 
fork, and that settled the matter. The 
stag wheeled about, cleared the fence 
again, and disappeared with a great 
crashing in the brush.
Evers was badly bruised and torn, but 
he will recover. The neighbors are con­
sidering the project of citing his case in a 
memorial to the legislature asking for a 
safeguard against the vicious deer.
The Indian Devil.
Thirty odd years ago Uncle Jesse 
Wright, of Phillips, and a man from Weld, 
went to Kennebago fishing and gunning. 
They stopped in the old log camp at the 
outlet of the pond. The second night they 
were there they were awakened by the 
most unearthly screech they had ever 
heard. It brought both men to their feet 
and caused their hair to stand on end. 
In a few seconds it was repeated, nearer 
than before and shortly the beast had ob­
tained a position in a tree that overhung 
the camp. Here he continued his screams 
till the men were nearly dead with fright 
and the dog that was with them was 
more frightened than they. He ti*embled 
like a leaf, and crawled as close to the 
two as he could get.
They momentarily expected the creature 
to drop through the large smoke hole in 
the middle of the camp. They had noth­
ing but a small shot gun for protection, 
which of course would have been of but 
little use. Seeing the old dinner horn 
Uncle Wright seized it and gave a blast, 
“louder and longer” he said, “ than was 
ever sounded from it before.” Then came 
a crash, as though the beast had jumped 
into another tree and the yells that fol­
lowed grew fainter and fainter and soon 
were lost. The horn had frightened it 
away and they were saved, but there was 
no more sleep in that camp that night 
and the next morning they left for home. 
It was supposed to have been an Indian 
Devil as the same fall one was reported 
as having been heard in several localities 
about the region.
Reported Violation of the Law.
The Waterville correspondent of the 
Boston Herald says: Law-abiding
sportsmen in this vicinity, as elsewhere 
in Maine, are unanimous in the opinion 
that more effective means ought to be 
provided for the prevention of illegal 
methods of taking gam/ and shipping it 
out of the State. Officers of the law in 
general give the matter little or no atten­
tion, and the game wardens are neither in 
number nor in quality what they should 
be, in view of the importance of the work- 
entrusted to them. Although it is a well 
known fact that venison and game birds 
have been shipped in large quantities the 
present season, there have been but few 
cases reported of the bringing of the 
offenders to justice.
The hunters who return from the big 
woods say that people living in those 
sections pay practically no .attention to 
the game laws. When questioned by 
those from whom they believe they have 
nothing to fear in the way of informing, 
they frankly admit that they kill deer out 
of season. They know there is little 
danger of their acts becoming known to 
the wardens or that the wardens could 
get evidence to convict if thev should 
learn of what had been done. In not a 
few sections deer are often taken in an 
ingenious sort of snare, sportsmen from 
other places frequently ninning across 
these contrivances, and finding • certain 
evidence that they had done the work for 
which they were prepared. Yet, notwith­
standing the illegal killing, the big game 
seems to be holding their own in numbers.
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BIG LITTLE THINGS.
Loss of Tom Reed's Moustache.
1 Special Correspondence of Rangeley Lakes] .
W a s h in g t o n , D. C., Dec. 2, (Special).—  
Little incidents in the lives of public men 
are more talked about in Washington 
than their greatest public achievements. 
Why this is I  am perfectly willing to leave 
to the students of sociology to find out, if 
they can. That the assertion is true is 
constantly proved. For instance, the 
bachelor Senator from New York who has 
been a conspicuous figure in public life for 
a long period— longer perhaps than he 
enjoys figuring up,— but he has been more 
talked about in the parlors of Washington 
because of his having leased a twenty- 
room dwelling, just a stone’s throw from 
the White House, than he ever was about 
any act in his public career. Since that 
fact was announced one of the stock sub­
jects of conversation is: “What in the 
world does Senator Hill want with a 
twenty-room house?” You can do your 
own guessing on the subject; mine is that 
he preferred being a housekeeper to being 
a boarder, and that he had money enough 
to gratify his preferences. The popular 
feminine guess is that he has his eye on 
Mrs. Hill. Maybe he has. Perhaps that 
accounts for his lecturing on “Liberty” 
now.
But his isn’t an exceptional case. An­
other gentleman, whose name occasionally 
gets into print on account of his public 
prominence and whose name is likely to be 
found in every issue of every newspaper in 
the United States from now until the 
death of the Fifty-fourth Congress, think­
ing that this was a free country and that 
a man might wear whiskers or not just as 
he pleased, arrived here this week minus 
the little scraggly baseball— nine hairs on 
a side— moustache which he has worn ever 
since he made his debut in the House of 
Representatives. The plea of the Irish 
lass— “It was such a little one” — should 
have been sufficient to have allowed the 
taking off of that moustache to escape 
comment. But it wasn’t. Not on your 
life. The gentleman had hardly had time 
to get the dust of travel brushed off be­
fore the wires were carrying to a thousand 
newspapers the momentous words: ‘ ‘Tom 
Reed has shaved off his moustache,” and 
the next morning’s papers gave the inci­
dent a prominence that made it a topic of 
conversation at breakfast tables, not only 
in Washington, but throughout the coun­
try. It will be remembered that Mr. Reed 
has before been talked about on account 
of his following his personal taste in little 
things; he wore a silk sash during a sum­
mer session of Congress, and his tow 
trousers, creased on the sides, will1 never 
be forgotten by those who saw them. 
But seriously, although Mr. Reed 
looks better clean shaved, it seems a pity 
that he should have sacrificed that unique 
moustache. There is only one more in 
£  Washington that looks almost as comi­
cal, but not quite. It is worn by Presi­
dent Cleveland.
Society is apparently waiting for some­
body to break the ice with a function of 
some sort, other than a marriage,— you 
can’t turn a corner after noon in the resi­
dence section of the city without stum­
bling on a wedding party, and every 
morning enough rice can be swept up in 
the street to feed a regiment of Chinese, 
and “ de cullud” population are finding 
old shoes enough to carry them through 
the winter. The wheels of official society 
begin to revolve with the President’s New 
Year reception; but there are usually some 
stunning private entertainments before 
the holidays.
Chief Justice and Mrs. Fuller have the 
honor of having introduced more daugh­
ters to Washington society than any 
other couple, living or dead, and they 
haven’t introduced them all yet. Mrs. 
Fuller will give a tea just before Christ­
mas to introduce her youngest daughter, 
Jane. Miss Jane is a petite blonde who 
may be seen on almost any pleasant day
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riding a bicycle. She is very fond of rid­
ing and is considered one of the most 
expert girl riders in Washington.
By the way, speaking of girl bicycle 
riders, I got a shock the other day that 
nearly took my breath away. I was 
strolling along one of our broad avenues 
when I met three bicycle riders. Two of 
them were young ladies well known in 
social circles— I will not use names— and 
the other was a coal black negro man. 
One of the young ladies was riding a little 
way ahead and the other close beside the 
negro, who apparently had one arm 
around her waist. I gasped, and I almost 
forgot to raise my hat. By that time 
they had passed me. Then I could see 
that the negro was holding the young 
lady steady by means of a handle on a 
wide belt. I t ’s all right, I  suppose, but I 
don’t want my girl to ride in the street 
with a contraption like that.
Miss Daisy Gorman, daughter of Sena­
tor and Mrs. Gorman, was married at 
noon to-day to Mr. Richard Johnson, son 
of a wealhy bank president of this city. 
The wedding was private, no one attend­
ing outside of the two families. Mr. and 
Mrs. Johnson will reside in a handsome 
house, the bridal present of the groom’s 
father. Another daughter of Senator and 
Mrs. Gorman will be married before the 
close of the season.
Old Rangeley.
Uncle Ned Lowell iVas a giant in 
stature, and the boys of Rangeley were 
confident that he could lick any man in 
the settlement. But Uncle Ned was an 
amiable monster and never had occasion 
to verify the judgment of his admirers. 
His wife, Corn Bubier, was also some­
thing of an athlete, and as a sheep 
shearer, the bread-winner of the family. 
On one occasion she did not hesitate to 
tackle a young sailor (Solomon Buker) 
who, against her will, Avas escorting one 
of her daughters. But it is due to the 
truth of history to say that the sailor 
boy was too many guns for the old 
woman, and “ the leetle monkey,” as she 
called him, victoriously continued his 
promenade with the daughter, who was 
head and neck taller than himself.
* * *
Next to Uncle Ned Lowell, as the pre­
sumptive champion heavy-weight of the 
settlement was his brother-in-law Mark 
Bubier, or Booby, as the name of that 
celebrated family was pronounced. He, 
also, was too amiable a man to vindicate 
his reputation, but one occasion is re­
called where, at a Fourth of July festiv­
ity near Peter Smith’s store, he fairly 
“biled over” and threatened to demolish 
Leonard Boodry for a remark reflecting 
on the social status of Uncle Mark’s 
family. Uncle Ned Lowell was also 
aroused and for a minute or two the 
storm center was directly over the head of 
Leonard. But it blew over and nobody 
was harmed except those who, like “Gov­
ernor” Brooks, went too often to a tin 
tea-pot of New England rum in Peter’s 
store.
*  if- *
Another standard of muscular glory 
recognized by the youngsters of the settle­
ment was the ability to carry a back-log 
for the fire. Here, according to his parti­
sans, Stephen Winslow ruled pre-eminent. 
He was a large, strong man, but I dare 
say that his genial manners, not less than 
his muscle, helped to fix his status as the 
champion bearer of back-logs.
Z. T . H.
Mrs. Thomas Adams stepped on a nail 
which penetrated her foot two or three 
inches. Dr. Stewart dressed the wound 
and she will not be able to move about 
for two or three weeks.— P a lm ersto n  O nU  
R e p o r te r . She should have employed a 
more skilful physician.
□  R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  to new subscribers 
from now till January 1st, 1897 for one 
dollar. The sooner you subscribe the more 
you get!
LAND-LOCKED SALMON. Good-bye to U. S. Manafacteries.
Commissioner Stanley Talks About Fish 
and Game.
In spite of the lowness of the river and 
brooks, there was an unusually large 
number of salmon and trout eggs obtained 
this year, at Auburn, Sebago lake and 
Weld pond. It had been feared that, on 
account of the drouth, there would be 
great difficulty in getting anything like 
the usual quantity, but as events proved 
the “hauls” were very successful.
Fish Commissioner Henry O. Stanley 
said to a Journal reporter, Wednesday: 
“There have been taken in all, this fall, 
700,000 salmon eggs, of which 300,000 were 
from Auburn lake, 300,000 from Sebago 
lake and 100,000 from Weld pond.
“ This result surpassed all expectations 
as it had been feared that the lowness of 
the rivers would prevent the fish going 
into the weirs. At Auburn lake, the sal­
mon were, as was expected, unable to 
ascend th» rivers, but for a substitute 
chose the running water at the outlet, 
i^d  also where the water is drawn in 
pipes, for the city consumption. In the 
latter place it was impossible to get any 
good results on account of the rocky bot­
tom.
A t the outlet, however, they were dis­
covered and by means of nets about 150 
were corralled.
“ In two days in this way, 150 fish were 
taken, giving about 300,000 eggs.
“A t Sebago lake and Weld pond, 400,- 
000 were obtained. A t these places, the 
larger fish did not ascend the brooks, 
those going in averaging from five to six 
pounds.
“Of the trout, 1,000,000 eggs will be 
placed in the hatcheries.”
Regarding the probable results from 
eggs in the hatcheries, as compared with 
these from eggs hatched under natural 
conditions, in the lakes and ponds, Mr. 
Stanley said: “ About 10 per cent of the 
eggs spawned matures by natural means, 
and of this a large part is destroyed or 
eaten by the larger fish, while in the 
hatcheries 90 per cent matures, one-half 
of which grows to be full sized.
“ This fall, young fish have been placed 
in over 50 lakes and ponds in the States, 
and in the course of a few years, remark­
able results will be obtained.”
Regarding the English brown trout 
some little doubt is entertained regarding 
their ultimate adoption. They were to be 
placed, at first, only in those waters 
where no trout or salmon existed as they 
were not to be trusted. Mr. Stanley said 
that they were “ doubtful characters” and 
were to be treated as such, as it was 
suspected of them that they were fully 
capable of eating up the other kinds of 
fish. For the warmer waters, however, 
in which the other fish cannot live, they 
will make excellent inhabitants. They 
are handsome, and good eating, but not 
up to the American article.
Mr. Stanley said, wrhen asked about the 
game: “ There has been better sport this 
season, than ever before, and, I think, 
there are, unquestionably, more deer, to­
day, in the State, than there are sheep. 
The low price of wool has, naturally, de­
preciated the raising of sheep, and many 
have been killed to satisfy the calls of the 
inner man, rather than the needs of the 
outer. With a change of administration, 
however, I trust that the sheep will rally 
and give the deer a hard rnb for suprem­
acy in numbers. ” — K e n n e b e c  J o u a n a l.
One of the Editors of this paper is a sort 
of a stamp fiend, and to show that there 
is something more than a craze in the 
business, mentions the fact that eight 
years ago a gentleman in Newton, Mass, 
had his collection stolen by burglars. It 
was at the time valued at about $6000.00. 
It  was recently found, among a large 
quantity of stolen goods, and the increase 
in value makes it* worth fully twice as 
much as when taken. Pretty good interest 
that for eight years.
An agent of a powerful manufacturing 
and commission house, whose head­
quarters are at Kobe and Higgo, Japan, 
has been in San Francisco and is offering 
goods and merchandise at such low rates 
that Americans cannot compete. The re­
sult will be to close thousands of manu­
factories throughout the United States. 
The articles are delivered, duty paid in 
each ca.se. Sashes, doors, blinds and all 
kinds of wooden ware are sold at from 30 
to 50 per cent less than wholesale prices. 
Bicycles, guaranteed equ^ tl to the best 
high grade, are listed at $12. Matches 
and buttons at* prices that will end the 
business in this country.
Immense orders were placed with the 
agent by San Francisco merchants and he 
left for the east.
He Converted Her.
“ It ’s all right, Mary,” he said patiently. 
“ Go into politics and run for office if you 
want to. But remember one thing— the 
cartoonists ’ll be after you as soon as 
you’re a candidate.”
“ I don’t care.”
“ And they’ll put your picture in the pa­
per, with your hair out of curl and your 
hat on crooked.”
“ Do you think they would do that?” she 
inquired apprehensively. /
“Of course. And they’ll make your 
Paris gowns look like 10 cent calico and 
say that your sealskin cloak is imitation.” 
“ William,” she said, after a thoughtful 
pause, “ I guess I ’ll just stay right here 
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LIKE A THING OF LIFE.
The Perverse Conduct of a Hose Under 
Considerable Pressure of Water.
Queer things drift into a police station 
sometimes, and so it came to pass that the 
officers at tho East St. Louis station had a 
funny experience *one Saturday night. 
Things were very quiet, “ Whisky shoots,” 
the levee, find the “ island” having been 
that remiss in their usual donation that 
only one lone negro was in tho cells, and 
ho came there to sleep. Lieutenant Wel- 
kobrasky thought it would bo a good 
chance to give tho quarters a thorough 
cleaning. Calling Night Clerk Dick Grady, 
they fastened the big hose to the plug in 
tho engine house, turned on a modorato 
supply of water, and began to wash out 
the cells. ,
They had just got things nicely started 
when some practical joker camo in to tho 
plug and turned tho water on full head, 
with only about 25 feet of hose on. Tho 
lieutenant had tho hose in his hand, when 
it gavo a jump as though it were alive 
and wrenched itself loose, while a small 
Niagara began to flood everything in sight.
Tho lieutenant is a pretty strong man, 
but he was not in it with the hose. Dick 
Grady rushed into a coll and then shut tho 
door after him, but tho lioso waltzed up to 
tho bars and Dick came near being 
drowned like a rat in a hole. Sergeant 
Mooney and Officer Toomey camo in just 
then, and tho hose greeted them with a 
liberal shower. Both men said something 
and retreated. Then tho hose, as if en­
dowed with renewed life, got after tho 
lieutenant. His handsome uniform and 
now hat looked like a sad memory of Ham­
mer in a second. Like a great snake, tho 
hose threw itself around and nothing 
could hold it. Finally it got out of tho 
jail and into the chief’s office, whero 
Mooney and Toomey were trying to figure 
out what had broken loose. They stopped 
figuring and made a swift break for the 
innor office, but not until both had re­
ceived another drenching.
The chief’s office was flooded In a sec­
ond, and papers and everything loose went 
flying right and left. Then tho rubber 
hose started for tho inner office, but somo 
ono outside just then turned tho water off.
When a reporter drifted in a few min­
utes later, the officers were wringing out 
their hats and tho water was two inches 
deep on tho floor. That hoso just lay thore 
and laughed, whilo Dick Grady, who 
lookod liko a drowned rat, was hanging 
himself up by tho fire to get dry.— St. 
Louis Republic.
Lodgeroom Lightning.
It would hardly occur to ono innocent of 
the solemn rites of secret societies that 
there was any particular art in lighting a 
lodgoroom, but an expert on tho subject 
says it is a unique branch of tho lighting 
business. To begin with, there should, of 
oourso, bo plenty of light, but a matter of 
still greater importance is tho manner in 
which it is distributed, and the flexibility 
with which its various combinations can 
bo handled. A t times brilliant effects are 
desired; at other times total darkness is 
called for, and all the gradations between 
darkness and bright light must be easily 
available. A  typical lodgeroom has a 
large central chandelier, with possibly 20 
lights. A t the platform at each end are 
two standard uprights, of, say, three 
lights each, or a chandelier hanging from 
the ceiling. At eaoh side of the platform 
are ordinary portable desk ligfits and ex­
tra dark lantern reading lamps are dis­
tributed along the sides of tho hall for the 
use of the officials who may be reading at 
the different desks. All around the room 
aro plaoed plugs which can bo used for 
portable lights for scenic effects, or con­
nected to fan motors or heating apparatus.
By this means the reom can be kept 
warm or AOol, according to tho soason. 
Tho fact that lodgeroom switches for turn­
ing the curront on and off are invariably 
of the noiseless “ knife” pattern is thus 
explained by a lodgoroom wireman: 
“ Knife switches work siluntly and on that 
account should bo used; for, after the most 
mighty puissant royal chief has roasted a 
candidate for three-quarters of an hour and 
finally arises to pronounce a sentence, it 
breaks in on the solemnity of the occasion 
to hear tho ‘whang’ of a snap switoh.” —  
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
The Philosophy of Age.
“ My son,” obsorved the good man, “ the 
great lesson you should learn is self denial. 
Never ask yourself. ‘Can I get this?’ but
• Can I  do without it?’ Economize 1 Skimp! 
Skimp!”
Youth— But, father, what shall I  get 
out of life at that rate?
“ Get! Do you suppose life is a mere 
playtime to pander to material and carnal 
appetites? Nay; your young and strong 
years are the proper years for toil, for 
drudgery, for saving.”
“ But, father, I  would read, I  would 
study, I  would be enlightened, and as a 
concomitant must have exercise— recrea­
tion” —
“ Recreation! Why, sir, the years of 
activity aro your workday. Life is a day. 
You must begin toiling in its early morn­
ing and toil far into its aftornoon. Never 
mind the noonday meal. A  crust and a 
promise will do. Gather in tho harvest. 
To il! Skimp! Deny 1 And toil on until 
the darkness comes and the old limbs are 
failing”—
“ But, father, what is the reward of all 
this suffering self denial?”
“ Reward? Think of the supremo joy of 
sitting in life’s gloaming and telling your 
children and grandchildren about it.” —  
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Didn’t Go to New York >v
A  policeman at tho Grand Central sta­
tion came quito near getting himself into 
a fierce fight through a ludicrous misun­
derstanding. The day express from Buf­
falo had just rolled into tho station and 
the passengors were making their way 
through the gates to the street. An Irish­
man dressed in overalls and jumper 
emerged from the crowd and walked up to 
tho policeman. Said ho:
“ I ’m a ’lectrician. I works with line­
men laying of wire*. I  do bo comin down 
here to get wurrick with tho Wistern Un­
ion. Cud ye tell me where they have 
their buildin?”
The fellow seemed to bo a good natured 
sort of a chap and the policeman took ex­
tra pains to set him right. He took the 
fellow by the arm and walked him out in 
Forty-second street, where he could see the 
elevated station of tho Sixth avenue line. 
Then the policeman said:
“ You go down thore and got on an ele­
vated train going down town. Get off at 
Park placo station and then walk up to 
the corner of Broadway and Dey.”
“O i’Il do nothin of the koind!” shouted 
tho Irishman. “ Go down to the corner of 
Broadway and dio yerself! I  am from the 
counthry, and maybe I  luk green, but ye 
nor any other mon can make fun of me. 
I ’d have ye to understand that.”
He began to make hostile demonstra­
tions and was with groat difficulty re­
strained from assaulting the officer, but 
finally he was made to understand.— New 
York Tribune.
Vermont’s Volcano.
People who live in tho vicinity of Gas- 
setts are all familiar with the story. The 
region is peculiar geographically, and one 
who examined it evon slightly would not 
feel surprised to hear that an earthquake 
swallowed it or a volcano had poured 
forth sufficient lava to bury it. Tho hills 
about Gassetts are continuations of Hawk 
mountain, which orginates in Weathors- 
field and extends somewhat southwesterly 
into Chester. A t Gassetts it is broken and 
gashed by gulfs and chasms, evidently left 
by violent convulsions ages ago. A stone 
has been found which experts declare to 
be of volcanic origin. There is some ques­
tion as to whether in the present age there 
has ever been any disturbance, most of the 
stories to that effect originating from some 
one seeing a burning brush heap. Geo­
graphically, however, it is one of the most 
interesting spots in the state.— Burlington 
Free Press.
The Genuine Article.
Guest— Do you keep champagne?
Landlord— Yes; the genuine article at 4 
marks a bottle.
Guest— Why, that can’t bo genuine?
Landlord— Besides we havo some still 
more genuine at 6 marks, and, lastly, 
some supergenuine such as you won’t get 
in the province of Champagne itself. Wo 
sell that at 10 marks a bottle. Which will 
you take?— Humoristische Blatter.
“ I  have generally found that the man 
who is good at an excuse is good for noth­
ing else,” said Franklin to a servant who 
was always late, but always ready with 
an excuse. __________________
A  tablet has been placed in the Church 
of St. Giles, Cripplegate, recording the 




Uncertain, Sloppy Lower Extremities Mark 
Tlieir Owners as Failures In Life.
"Did you ever notice, ” asked tho obsorv- 
ant Jcrseyman, “ that you could nover tell 
what the general character of a man for 
efficiency and ability is simply by seeing 
his head and face and the upper part of 
his body? It is a fact. You have got to 
see a man’s legs to bo able to give a fair 
estimate of him, and if this rule applies 
as surely to women— and of that I  can’t 
speak with anything like certainty from 
lack of chances to make observations— then 
tho quicker the rage for bicycle riding 
comes in the better it will be for the young 
men who are seeking wives— that is, of 
course, supposing that they are going to 
exercise some judgment in making their 
selections.
“ Tho manner in which I was first led to 
observe this was through a man who oc 
cupied the humble placo of cashior in a 
cheap restaurant. Why a man with - such 
an intellectual face should bo occupying 
such a cheap place was a fresh sourco of 
wonder to me every time I  saw him there. 
His head was well formed, his voico and 
manners were thoso of a man well brought 
up, his hands were shapely, and the whole 
of his body, so far as could be seen as ho 
stood behind the cash counter, was that of 
an active, well formed, vigorous man.
“ But one day I saw him out on the 
street, and thero was then no room to 
question why he was a sort of menial. It 
was all in his legs. There was no lack of 
mere physical strength in his legs appar­
ently, for ho walked all right, but the 
trouble is best expressed in the term slop­
py. They were uncertain, indeterminate 
legs, that had a sort of unfinished look 
about them, and the man’s feet, instead of 
matching his hands, were just as sloppy in 
form as his legs. I  have seen many such 
pairs of logs in an idiot asylum.
“ Since that time I  have noted the ap­
pearance of the legs of many of the per­
sons whom I  know and compared their 
character with the known histories of 
those persons, and in no case have I  failed 
to find that a sloppy pair of legs was the 
mark of the men who were failures in 
life, despite the possession of good health, 
good habits, good natural talents and those 
often combined with all the advantages 
which education and well off parents could 
give to them in beginning t l »  world.
“ On tho other hand, whenever I  see a 
man with a good clean cut pair of legs an­
swering to those of a race horse, or with a 
sturdy, emphatic pair of legs, I  am just as 
certain as I  can be that that man is going 
to get there. Can it be, do you suppose, 
that it is because of an instinctive knowl­
edge of this that we seek so naturally to 
see what sort of ankles the women have 
and will spend hours in that study on a 
rainy day without wearying? ApplVd by 
my rule it would certainly be a profitable 
study, and the coming days of bloomers 
and knickerbockers will aid it, but still I  
fear that we shall never be able to make 
sure of the character of the women we see 
unless the law were to step in to aid us.” 
— New York Sun.
Size of the. Human Head.
A recent article in The Tribune Medi- 
cale of Paris gives some interesting facts 
relative to tho size of the human head. It 
is still a disputed question whether there 
is a relation between the volume of the 
cranium and the development of the intel­
lect, although these facts seem to point to 
that conclusion. Cuvier, Byron and the 
first Napoleon required larger hats than 
the average man, and their head covering, 
says a contemporary, would probably come 
down on tho nose of an inmato of the 
Earlswood asylum. Bismarck (as also did 
Moltke) measures more round the crown 
than the Emperor William.
Inferior races have heads smaller than 
Europeans, the heads of negroes, Red In ­
dians and the Cochin Chinese being par­
ticularly small, although, by way of com­
pensation, they are particularly hard. 
Women have small heads; but, as has been 
hinted, a deal of mischief is sometimes 
packed in them. Men in the south have 
smaller heads than those in tho north, 
mountaineers than denizens of tho plains, 
artisans than artists. The heads of peas­
ants grow, says the writer of the article, 
when their owners come to reside in 
towns. The head increases in volume 
with the ordinary mortal until the age of 
45; with ecclesiastics it comes to a stand­
still at 25.
Put this
Into a tasty advertisement in Rangeley Lakes 
and it will com e back to you with
And if you continue to put your
Into advertising, you will some day have a 
bank account o f many
LAND IN CALIFORNIA,
I can sell parties who are desirous o f  locating 
in California, Real Estate in any quantity from 
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con­
sider the best part o f California, from 20 to 50 
miles from the ocean, just brought into the 
market by the nCoast Line R. R. from San 
Francisco to  Los Angelos. I do not urge peo­
ple to leave Maine, but if any aro coming here. 
I can help them to land at from So to S5C per 
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts 
o f the staterjfor n$400 per acre. Climate fine. 
W ell wooded, pine and oak. Good water. 
This is the best chance for a poor man to  get 
land and make a start of'any place I have seen 
in this state. For particulars write or call on 
me.
Address. SEWARD DILL.
Soquel, Santa Cruz Co., California; or 
A. R. BOOTH.




A t  T h i s  O F F I C E .
Notice.
W hereas, My wife, Sarah Veil Soule, has 
left my board, now therefore I shall pay no 
bills o f her contracting after this date.
A nsel D. Soule9 




Saturday, Dec. 7. Regular meeting Rangeley 
Commandery No. 408, Order o f the Golden 
Cross. Meet in Church Vestry. 
Wednesday p. m.. Dec. 5, Regular meeting 
W . C. T. U.. at the Library.
Society Notes, Phillips.
Monday, Dec. 9, Regular meeting Mt. Abram 
Lodge, No. 05, A. O. U. W . Hall in Bates 
Block.
TuesdaykDec. 10, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
O. F „ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block. 
Wednesday, Jan’y l ,  Regular Communicaion, 
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A. M., 
at Masonic Hall.
Thursday, Dec. 5, Regular meeting Cushman 
Post, No. 87, G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at 
7.30 P. M.
Thursday Dec. 5, Regular meeting W oman’s 
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M. 
Saturday, Dec. 14, North Franklin Grange, No. 
186, Patrons o f Husbandry, at Grange Hall. 
Election.
Saturday, Dec. 7, Regular meeting Phillips 
Commandery, No. 402, Order o f the Gold­
en Cross. Bates Hall.
Local Paragraphs.
Mr. Cain left for his home in Lewiston, 
Friday.
Capt. Fred Barker spent Thanksgiving 
in town.
Mrs. Nellie McKeen returned to Phillips 
Saturday.
Harry Bell, of Strong, was in town 
W ednesday.
Russ Spinney has gone to Massachusetts 
for a short visit.
Mrs. Emma Greenwood was visiting her 
sister, Mrs. John Russell Friday.
Capt. Barker says the rails of the new 
road are within 334 miles of Bemis.
David Haley, of Rangeley, and Jerry 
Lowell went to Bemis on business last 
Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Ephraim Hinkley and daughter 
Grace have been visiting Mrs. W. H. Scam- 
mon in Weld and friends in Phillips.
Wednesday evening a very beautiful 
meteor shot across the sky from the north 
to the west. It  lasted several seconds.
Conductor Robertson, Mrs. Robertson 
and little Miss Hildred, spent Thanksgiv­
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Oakes at 
Phillips.
R angeley  L akes to new subscribers 
from now till January 1st, 189-7 for one 
dollar. The sooner you subscribe the more 
you get!
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. McKeen spent 
Thanksgiving with their daughter, Mrs. 
E. B. Whorff, at the Mooselookmeguntic 
House on the Big Lake.
A  fearfully heavy rain Tuesday night, 
last week, with very heavy winds. Before 
morning it cleared off cold and Haley 
Pond was ready to recieve the skaters 
Wednesday.
From Haines landing no ice could be 
seen on Thanksgiving day but it is frozen 
up Cupsuptuc way and down to Upper 
Dam so that no boats can run. Capt. 
Barker still runs to Bemis.
C. H. Smith, who has been connected 
with the Rangeley Lake House for several 
months as porter, returned to his home in 
New Vineyard, Thursday. His little 
daughter, Florence, who has been board­
ing at Mr. Eben Rowe’s, accompanied 
him.
The 30 kegs of beer that went down to 
Bemis for the road builders were stored in 
one of Capt. Barker’s camps. While there 
a man walked in over the unfinished line of 
road and seeing the kegs looked them ’over 
wishfully then wiping his mouth said to 
the amused Captain. “ I ’ve just walked in 
about four miles, and am a little warm, 
guess I ’ll take a glass of beer.” He was 
rather disappointed, as well as disgusted, 
when he learned it was only for the Ital­
ians and was simply waiting for the team 
to take it down the line.
RANGELEY LAKES.
Amos Ellis is very sick.
Sudden changes in the weather.
Calvin Moores was in town Friday.
Henry T . Kimball was in Redington, 
Wednesday.
Harry A. Ferbish went to Phillips, 
Wednesday.
Mrs. L. J. Kimpton went to Farming- 
ton Wednesday.
John Haley is seen frequently on the 
street now-a-days.
Only twenty-two days more for deer 
hunting, and no snow.
Orra Haley came home from Bemis 
quite sick, last Monday.
Haley and Beal bought about one hun­
dred sheep in this section.
Four weeks more work for the masons 
in the Rangeley Lake House.
Work on the .Mountain View House is 
going on nicely, says Landlord Bowley.
Isaac Ellis was home from Bemis Mon- 
da y, where he is working on the railroad.
A  road is being talked of from the Lan­
ders place on the south shore of the lake 
to Bemis.
The Insurance adjusters are working in 
this village, fixing the “rates” for the 
various buildings.
C. T. Richardson was up from the Rock 
Wednesday, he reports hearing a part­
ridge drumming Thanksgiving night.
The mercury only registerd two degrees 
above zero Wednesday morning. It was 
the coldest for the season by about 15 
degrees.
The salmon are to be seen in Haley Pond 
stream and at the Collins stream. This is 
the first time they have been there for sev­
eral years.
Dana Blodgett, who has been working 
at the Mountain View for the past season, 
is in town for a few days. He will go to 
his fathers in Phillips soon.
Thanksgiving day it is estimated that 
over 200 persons were on the ice at Haley 
Pond at one time. A  spectator counted 
161 and there were lots in a cove that he 
could not see.
An interesting relic of olden days passed 
R angeley L akes office one day this week. 
It was the remains of one of the old stage 
coaches and bore this inscription “Phillips, 
Madrid, Greenvale and Rangeley.
One by one Rangeley’s anciant landmarks 
are disappearing. Now the old well-curb­
ing has been removed from over the well 
in front of Freeman Tibbett’s new house, 
and the site has been planked over.
The village schools will begin next Mon­
day. The High School (first half of term) 
will be conducted by Principal G. F. Knee- 
land, of Bowdoin College; and Miss L. 
Pearl Jenkins, of Temple, will teach the 
Primary.
Two tramps left Redington Wednesday 
morning after the train south had left and 
came in the direction of Rangeley. They 
stopped at camp 13 and begged a lunch. 
They were seen crossing Haley pond in the 
afternoon. It is thought they will make 
an attempt to reach Phillips, Thursday 
morning.
Mr. G. W. Morris, of Portland, pub­
lisher of “ Glimpses of New England” one 
of the most beautiful guide books ever 
gotten up, is having a new book prepared 
that will put in the shade his late edition. 
He has secured many excellent photo­
graphs of trout and game which are to be 
introduced into the new work, which is 
being done by the Moss Engraving Co., of 
New York. Mr. Morris will visit this re­
gion in a short time to secure advertise­
ments. The body of the new book is to be 
entirely rewritten.
Rediugtoti.
Napoleon Cloutier broke his leg at Le- 
Britton’s camp Friday, getting in front of 
a sled the team starting caught him.
Redington was a lively place Monday p. 
m. On account of the rain the men from 
the camps were taking a day off. It 
looked like mill times.
Stratton.
The deer are falling thick and fast as is 
shown by the number going out over the 
stage, and all the boys have a good head 
to mount and they say they are going to 
have Grant Fuller mount it.
Thanksgiving day passed off finely amid 
the crack and bang of rifles and shotguns, 
and smothered squeak of chickens, for 
everyone had a try at the target. Grant 
Fuller made the best score with the shot­
gun, although some put in so much pow­
der they had to rear up on their hind legs 
when their gun went off. The range was 
16 rods for shotguns and 20 for rifles.
A  party of six sportsmen have just gome 
out from Barnard Pond, who had a fine 
time and got six deer; one a fine buck; and 
thereby hangs a tail (tale). The guides 
for this party M. P. Scribner and Grant 
Fuller had stationed the party for a drive 
they had made. The drive and one or two 
deer had been fired at and the guides had 
got to where two of the party were and 
while standing around on the old dead 
trees were talking over the events, when a 
monster buck came tearing along right in 
their face and eyes. All four men had 
repeating Winchesters, and the others of 
the party said it sounded like dimming on 
a tin pan for a few minutes. Then it was 
“ The Mistery of Barnard Pond, or who 
shot the buck.” But one of the bullets 
found was a Gould hollow point and so 
the buck fell to Sargent one of the party.
45— 90.
’Twixt You and Me.
Curiously worded advertisements, 
which are funny without intent, are more 
common in London papers, it would seem, 
than they are in New York publications. 
An English periodical offered a prize the 
other day for the best collection of such 
announcements and the following is the 
result:
“ Annual sale is now on. Don’t go 
elsewhere to be cheated— come in here.” 
“Wanted, experienced nurse for bottled 
baby.” “Furnished apartments suitable 
for gentlemen with folding doors.” 
“Wanted, a room by two gentlemen 
about thirty feet long and twenty feet 
broad.” Wanted, by a respectable girl, 
her passage to New York, willing to take 
care of children and a good sailor.” 
“ Respectable widow wants washing for 
Tuesday.” “ Mr. Brown, furrier, begs to 
announce, that he will make up gowns, 
capes, etc., for ladies out of their own 
skin.” “ Bulldog for sale; will eat any­
thing; very fond of children.” “ Wanted 
an organist, and a boy to blow the same.” 
“Lost, near Highgate archway, an um­
brella belonging to a gentleman with a 
bent rib and a bone handle.” “ Widow in 
comfortable circumstances wishes to 
marry two sons.”  “To be disposed of, a 
mail phaeton, the property of a gentle­
man with a moveable headpiece as good 
as new.”
Two Russians who landed in Portland, 
last week had 20 cents between them. 
They go back. The admission to our 
country being a little higher than it used 
to be.— B a n g o r  N e w s .
Right. We are running no dime. mu­
seum.
The Bath Independent is disconsolate:
A  handsome lady, yesterday afternoon, 
met a good looking young professional 
man on Front street and gave him a good 
old fashioned kiss; right opposite the Inde­
pendent’s Den. Mighty queer, handsome 
young men like those on the Independent 
staff never run up against such luck.
If Roosevelt should succeed Hill in the 
U. S. Senate would he probably make war 
on Senatorial cold tea when served on 
Sunday?— P o rtla n d  E x p r e s s .
Perhaps he is a tee— totaler.
A t an entertainment recently given one 
of the actors gives this advice to the 
chorus girls: “Marry, my girls, marry, 
but marry for protection and not for 
revenue only.”
PHILLIPS LOCALS.
Mrs. J. W. Carlton was very low Wed­
nesday.
J. A. Nile returned to the Normal, Mon­
day morning.
Dr. Palmer, of Phillips, was in town 
Monday night.
Miss Maud Lamb returned to Phillips 
Monday morning. 1
Dr Currier made a professional call at 
Redington, Monday.
Warren Oakes, of Hallowell, is in town 
visiting his relatives.
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Dan’l Wells died Tuesday.
Miss Hattie Churchill, of Farmington, 
has been visiting her brother the past 
week.
Dr. Tootliaker, who is sick with apen- 
dicitis, is gaining and it is thought will 
not require an operation.
George Haley, from Phillips, played 1st 
violin at the Thanksgiving ball at Furbish 
Hall. His wife was with him.
The North Franklin Grange will have a 
social, Dec. 6 . No dancing. They will 
have a social Dec. 13, for dancing.
Mrs. Small returned to her home in 
Lisbon Falls the first of the week, after 
spending a few weeks with her son, H. W. 
Small.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley and 
Miss Winnifred, spent Thanksgiving with 
Mrs. H ’s mother, Mrs, F. H. Tootliaker, 
at Phillips.
S. G. Haley, of Phillips, and Geo. F. 
Beal, of Avon, were in town the first of 
the week looking for lambs. They went 
over to Stratton.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Collins, of Dakoto, 
arrived Saturday evening. They will 
spend the winter with Mrs. Helen Hoar, 
Pleasant St.
Geo. N. Coburn, of Weld, M. B. Pottle, 
of Kingfield, and J. L. Moores, of New 
Sharon, county commissioners, arrived 
Monday night to look at the proposed 
change in county road near the White 
school-house.
The County Commissioners granted the 
petition asking a change of location in 
the road from near the White schoolhouse. 
They did not look at any other roads or 
changes in roads perferring to wait till 
they are petition to do so.
A t annual election of officers of the 
North Franklin Agricultural Society, 
Wednesday, the following were elected: 
T. B. Hunter, president; C. W. Carr, vice 
president; M. S. Kelly, secretary; E. A. 
Pearj-, treasurm-; B. F. Beal, C. O. Dill, 
D. O. Gleason, lA’ank Lowell, W. C. How­
land, trustees.
The sequel to a good story about Hon. 
Josiah Crosby, of Dexter, has got along. 
Several years ago it was said that Mr. 
Crosby was so fond of the exhiliration at­
tending a cold bath, that he had been 
known to'take a plunge into a snow bank 
in midwinter. Letters came pouring in 
from all quarters and the venerable lawyer 
felt more bewildered by the questions they 
contained than any witness he had ever 
“cornered” on the witness stand. But the 
letter which amused him most was from 
New York which read something like this: 
“Josiah Crosby, Dexter. Dear Sir: I 
have noticed enclosed item in papers. Am 
running a freak show— should be pleased 
to engage you. Will pay $70 per. month 
and furnish rum and tobacco free. Mr. 
Crosby speaks of this letter occasionally 
and laughs heartily over it.
HORN.
In Phillips. Dec. 3. To Dr. and Mrs. C. L. 
Toothaker, a daughter.
M AR RIED.
Rangeley, Nov. 30, By S. A. Ross, Esq., Mr. 
Reuben Wilbur and Miss Carrie Nutting, both 
of Rangeley.
Rangeley, Nov. 3, By S. A. Ross, Esq., Mr. 
Abraham Ross and Miss Myra E. Wilbur.
